Global Flow Analytics™
The mission of Exante Data™ is to provide better answers to key macro questions
through superior data and analytics.
With our Global Flow Analytics™, we provide detailed, analytically sound, crossborder flow information at the highest frequency possible. Data for 30 countries,
all in one location, for at-a-glance analysis of the global macro environment.
Components include:

EUR Mechanical Rebalancing Flows

Systematic data analysis
complemented by human
interpretations, forward looking where
possible, about key trends provided
through timely blog posts available via
website and email.

Comparable Flow Metrics allow
quick comparison between countries.
Flow metrics include: US BoP, US
TIC, European BoP, Japanese BoP,
Bundesbank, Japanese Toshins, and
cross-border ETF flows.

Using up to date intervention estimates, Exante Data’s
Global Flow Analytics™ allows us to project Central Bank
rebalancing flows into currencies such as the Euro. In
April 2017, our model depicted a decisive trend change
in these flows away from EUR selling. From the
beginning of May to the mid-July, EUR/USD gained 6%.

M & A Pipeline data presents crossborder M&A flow on a rolling monthly
basis, and tracks completed deals.

China M&A Pipeline

CTA Positioning Analysis
presents forward looking projections of
CTA flows in the major FX markets.

Central Bank Intervention
Estimates are analytically calculated
based on the most recent and highest
frequency data available.

Exante Data China Flow Analytics™
included with package. Including our
proprietary real-time intervention
estimates.

For China, deal-level M&A data further allows us to
gauge the continuing impact of the capital control policies
in real time. In June, the M&A pipeline grew again, which
mirrors other indicators such as the RMB balance and the
Swiss gold exports to China in signaling a potential
easing of capital control policies.

To learn more about Exante Data™ and how our Global Flow Analytics™ package can help guide
macro trading and risk management decisions, please contact us at info@exantedata.com
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